Many lines of evidence have demonstrated that memory is a dynamic brain function that continues to be processed after encoding rather than being stored. Thus, learning occurs against the backdrop of a human's cumulative experience, suggesting that the brain is not a simple stimulus-driven device but has the ability to dynamically create meaning by itself ([@B1]). Preston's work on this topic provides a mechanistic account of how past and present experience dynamically interact ([@B2]). People learn new things easily by incorporating new information into meaningful and orderly patterns in preexisting knowledge structures called schemas ([@B3][@B4]--[@B5]). Although psychologic concepts of mental schema are now well established, they have rarely been considered in animal studies. This is due to the fact that most studies were conducted with inexperienced animals and that it is difficult to map the concept of mental schema precisely onto the existing neurobiological models, such as synaptic plasticity.

Hippocampal circuits are believed to be intensely involved in the early stage of the acquisition of events by providing the brain with various sensory, emotional, and cognitive information ([@B6]). Nevertheless, the hippocampus (HPC) shows only limited activation when a more permanent memory is stabilized in the neocortex. This well-accepted presumption excludes the chance of simultaneous encoding in the HPC and neocortex ([@B7], [@B8]). Previous studies in refs. [@B9], [@B10] have shown that rats can simultaneously learn multiple flavor-place paired associates (PAs) within a familiar testing environment called an event arena and create a cortex-dependent schema within that context. This memory schema, in the sense of Tse *et al.* ([@B9]), facilitates fast acquisition of new PAs in a single trial indicating that when systems memory consolidation happens in the presence of relevant previous knowledge ([@B9], [@B10]), the assimilation of new PA events into existing cortical schemas progresses very rapidly ([@B7], [@B9], [@B10], [@B11]). Notably, it has been shown that hippocampal lesions 48 h later not only failed to impair the recall of originally learned PAs but also failed to weaken the retrieval of the new PAs ([@B9]). These observations indicate that the 48 h following new PA acquisition is a critical time window for consolidation of new PAs and for expanding the existing memory schema in the cortex ([@B12], [@B13]).

To make progress in characterizing these interactions following previously published works ([@B9], [@B10]) we utilized a behavioral paradigm in which rats first learned multiple PAs over several weeks and were then expected to learn 2 new PAs, each in a single trial. Consistent with previous reports ([@B9], [@B10]), we showed that over the course of training the rats used spatial memory to find the correct flavored food location, indicating the development of an associative schema containing information about the locations of these flavored foods. Furthermore, the assimilation of new PAs into existing activated cortical schemas proceeded very rapidly, thus extending the existing knowledge base.

Myelination of certain brain areas coincides with cognitive and behavioral development over a lifetime ([@B14]). The axons continue to be myelinated into adulthood in humans, coinciding with learning ([@B15], [@B16]). Myelination is, therefore, a highly dynamic process that contributes to brain plasticity and learning ([@B17]). In the living human brain, using ultra-high-field MRI and image processing tools, researchers have identified a resemblance in intracortical myelin content correlated to resting-state functional connectivity ([@B18]).

Recent studies have revealed that experience, such as social isolation ([@B19], [@B20]) or early life stress ([@B21]), can causes myelination defects in this brain circuits leading to behavioral abnormalities. Animal studies in mice have shown that there are modifications in oligodendrocytes (OLs) and myelination related to changes to social and environmental conditions in learning a complex motor task ([@B22]). It is well known that white matter is essential for nerve impulse conduction beyond the synapse and transmits signals through neural networks that are critical for higher-level cognitive functions ([@B23]). Imaging studies have shown that different forms of learning correspond to structural changes in the white matter of the human brain ([@B24]). For example, professional musicians have been shown to have increased myelination in the white matter. Multiple ranges of evidence support the concept that excitatory neuronal activity initiates myelination, including OL progenitor cell (OPC) proliferation ([@B25]), differentiation, and myelin biosynthesis of nearby axons. On the other hand, blocking neuronal activity has been shown to decrease OPC proliferation ([@B26], [@B27]). However, myelin plasticity in certain brain areas related to prolonged cognitive performance has not been well demonstrated. In this study, we test our hypothesis that myelin is modifiable, and we report for the first time that prolonged multiple PA learning and memory retrieval performances are associated with the oligodendrogenesis and adaptive myelination and that enhanced myelination within the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) network appears to be involved in dynamic schema-like memory consolidation and retrieval. Furthermore, we determine if ACC demyelination could prevent schema-like memory formation and retrieval. Finally, electrophysiological recording was performed to examine the role of myelination in ACC θ band power and spike-field coherence (SFC) and phase-locking.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s1}
=====================

Animal use and care {#s2}
-------------------

Adult Sprague-Dawley male rats weighing 250--300 g were used in this experiment. The subjects were kept on a 12 h on--12 h off light schedule (lights on at 7:00 [am]{.smallcaps}). All experimental and surgical procedures were conducted according to the guidelines developed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH; Bethesda, MD, USA) for the care and use of animals for experimental procedures. The procedures were approved by the Committee on Use and Care of Animals at City University of Hong Kong, and the licensing to conduct experiments was granted by the Department of Health of Hong Kong (16--143; DH/HA&P/8/2/5 Pt.6). Rats were handled regularly by the experimenters in the laboratory room for at least 1 wk prior to starting the original experiment. Rats were housed 3--4 animals per cage during the handling period and then singly housed during the experiment period. The rats were provided with a restricted diet of 85% of their free-feeding weight. They had access to water *ad libitum*. A total of 140 rats were used in the full experiment.

Apparatus for PA behavioral task {#s3}
--------------------------------

All the behavioral experiments were conducted in an event arena where 6 PAs could be studied. The event arena and sand wells were constructed and set up as previously described by Tse *et al.* ([@B9]). The arrangement of the 6 sand wells used for the PAs was different in each experiment. During training sessions, dim light was used to illuminate the experimental room. A video recording camera was mounted on the ceiling to monitor the rats' movement.

Paired-associate behavioral protocol {#s4}
------------------------------------

The paired-associate behavioral protocol developed by Tse *et al.* ([@B9]) was used in this study to assess learning and memory in rats. The entire procedure consists of habituation (session −8 to −3), pretraining (session −2 to −1), and training of 6 original PAs (OPAs; sessions 1--19). Three nonrewarded cued-recall probe tests (PTs) were conducted at sessions 3, 10, and 18 to test memory retrieval.

### Habituation and pretraining {#s5}

During habituation, rats were familiarized with the event arena. They learned to dig in a sand well located at the center of the arena to acquire 3 normal food pellets, bring them back to the starting box, and consume them. The pellets were initially hidden at the top of the sand well and were sequentially moved to the bottom as habituation progressed. During pretraining, rats were introduced to the 6 OPAs across 2 sessions.

### Training protocol {#s6}

To measure the pattern of memory acquisition, consolidation, and retrieval, rats were trained to learn 6 OPAs per session over 18 sessions. During the training session, 6 sand wells were opened, and only one of the sand wells contained 3 food pellets. At the beginning of each trial, the rat was given a flavored food pellet as cue (0.5 g) in a start box.

The door was then opened, and the rat entered the PA arena to find the sand well that was associated with the given flavor cue. Upon finding the correct sand well, the rat dug until it retrieved 3 cued food pellets one by one. Each time the rats brought the pellet back to the starting box and again ran to the cued location of the next food pellet. The door of the starting box was closed after the rat returned with the third pellet, and the rat was allowed some time to consume the pellet before being returned to the home cage. The sand used in the sand wells was mixed with ground-up food (25 g/2.5 kg sand) containing all 6 flavors before the start of each session. This was done to ensure that rats located the correct sand well by utilizing their memory of the flavor-place associations and not by the scent of the food pellets.

Because the rats were trained consecutively, the intertrial interval for an individual rat between successive flavor-place pairings was around 30 min, amounting to daily sessions of up to 6 h. Training sessions were conducted 3--4 times per week.

We also performed 1 PA training as a control experiment. The rats were trained to learn 1 PA over 18 sessions. During each training session, 6 sand wells were opened, and only one of the sand wells contained 3 food pellets. At the beginning of each trial, the rat was given the same flavored food pellet as cue (0.5 g) in a start box. The door was then opened, following which the rat entered the PA arena to find the sand well that was associated with the flavor cue. Upon finding the correct sand well, the rat dug until it retrieved 3 cued food pellets one by one.

### New PA learning {#s7}

Once the rats acquired the schema of the 6 OPAs, the rats were trained for 2 new PAs, PA7 and PA8 (which replaced PA1 and PA6, respectively), within a single session. A PT was conducted 24 h after the single training session, using one of the new PAs as the flavor cue. The performance was measured by the percentage of digging time at the cued new location with that of the percentage of digging time at the noncued new location and the noncued original locations. Similar new PA (PA7 and PA8) learning and new PA memory retrieval PT procedures were also conducted in rats that had learned 1 PA.

### Performance index {#s8}

During each session, the performance index (PI) was assessed as the percentage of incorrect sand well dug before digging the correct cued sand well. For the 6-PA task, this PI was calculated as (100% − mean number of errors × 20%).

### PTs {#s9}

To assess memory retrieval, 3 nonrewarded PTs (1--3) were conducted at various points during the training period. During the PT, the rats were cued with a single flavor in the starting box for 30 s, after which the start gate was opened, so that they moved freely in the arena for 120 s to find the correct sand well. During the PT, the correct sand well did not contain food rewards. The rats with good memory would dig the cued correct sand well for a longer time. If a rat did not dig during the 120 s, a further 60 s was given before ending the test. Memory recall performance was measured by calculating the percentage digging time at the cued location and the percentage digging time at the noncued locations. The rats were provided with 3 pellets of the cued flavor in the correct sand well after the PT to limit the extinction of memory.

Behavioral experimental design {#s10}
------------------------------

### Impact of intrahippocampal lidocaine on schematic learning and memory consolidation {#s11}

The aim of this experiment was to investigate the impact of hippocampal inactivation on schema learning and memory consolidation after a certain level of learning. The procedure for ACC cannulation surgery has described in our previous publication ([@B28]). To measure the impact of intrahippocampal lidocaine, from session 1 to 9, rats \[lidocaine *n* = 6, artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) control *n* = 6, normal animals *n* = 6\] were trained with 6 PAs per session on alternative days until they reached a certain level of learning (PI = 60--65%) of the 6 PAs (measured by PT1). Then, 4% lidocaine was injected bilaterally into the HPC 15 min before training from session 11 to 17 ([**Fig. 1*A***](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). PT2 was conducted at session 18 to measure memory retrieval ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). After that, we continued to train the rats with the 6 OPAs for 6 more sessions without drug treatment.

![Intrahippocampal lidocaine prevents schema formation, new learning, and memory retrieval. *A*) Experimental design showing timeline of schema training, new PA learning, and memory retrieval. Syringes indicate the time of bilateral intrahippocampal infusions performed 15 min before each session (S), S10--17. *B*) PI during the acquisition of the 6 OPAs (S1--24). Lidocaine was injected bilaterally into the HPC during S10--17. PI rose to around 70% at S9 and decreased to around 50% (chance level) after lidocaine infusions, whereas PI continued to increase steadily to 75--80% in the control animals (aCSF and normal) during S11--17. Note that PI of the lidocaine group gradually increased to 70% after stopping lidocaine infusion (S19--S23). *C*) Nonrewarded PTs for the acquisition of original schema across S3, S9, S18, and S24. The graph represents the percentage of dig time at the cued location (white bars) relative to the noncued locations (black bars). *D*) Memory recall in PT5 for new PA (white bar) in aCSF and lidocaine infusion group, 24 h after a single session of training with 2 new PAs. *E*) Impact of intrahippocampal lidocaine infusion on acquisition of new PAs in PT6 (lidocaine infusion before new PA acquisition). The graphs represent the percentage of dig time at the new cued location (white bars), the new noncued location (striped bars), and the old noncued locations (black bars) in the aCSF and lidocaine conditions. *F*) Impact of intrahippocampal lidocaine infusion on retrieval of new PAs in PT4 (lidocaine infusion before new PA PT). The graphs represent the percentage of dig time at the new cued location (white bars), the new noncued location (striped bars), and the old noncued locations (black bars) after aCSF and lidocaine infusion. i-HPC, intrahippocampal; NPA, new PA; ns, not significant. For all experiments shown, *n* = 6 rats/group. Results are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}. \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 for Student's *t* tests comparing the proportion of digging for the cued PAs with the chance level of 16.67%, \^\^*P* \< 0.01; \^\^\^*P* \< 0.001 for Student's *t* tests comparing the proportion of cued digging in lidocaine *vs.* aCSF infused rats.](fj.201900910Rf1){#F1}

### Impact of intra-ACC lidocaine on schematic learning and consolidation {#s12}

The aim of this experiment was to examine the impact of ACC inactivation on schematic learning and memory consolidation. We hypothesized that after a certain level of paired-associate learning (HPC dependent), the ACC is no longer necessary to complete schema formation. To test this hypothesis, rats (*n* = 12) were trained to learn 6 OPAs from session 1 to 9. Graded learning of the 6 PAs was measured through 2 nonrewarded PTs (PT1 and PT2). After that, drugs were injected bilaterally into the ACC 15 min before training from session 11 to 17 (gray sessions in [Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A third nonrewarded PT (PT3) was conducted at session 18 to measure memory consolidation and retrieval.

### Impact of intra-ACC lidocaine on retrieval of new PAs {#s13}

We have shown in our control experiment that new information can be rapidly assimilated after only a single training session and can be consolidated for long-term storage in the presence of preestablished original schema. We sought to investigate the impact of ACC inactivation on memory retrieval of new PAs after long schematic learning and memory consolidation. For this purpose, the rats (*n* = 11) were trained with 6 OPAs from session 1 to session 19. Cued-recall memory was measured through nonrewarded PTs (PT1, PT2, and PT3) in sessions 3, 9, and 18. These rats were then trained in a single session with 2 new PAs. Lidocaine and aCSF were injected 15 min before PT4, which was conducted 24 h after training with new PAs.

### In vivo demyelination: lysolecithin infusion {#s14}

Anesthetized rats were placed into a stereotactic frame using flat skull position. Lysolecithin (LPC; MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, USA) was dissolved in aCSF. Two microliters 1% LPC was administered bilaterally into the ACC (the coordinates were 2.4 mm anterior to bregma, 0.8 mm lateral, and 2.0 mm dorsal to ventral) using a Hamilton syringe (31-gauge Hamilton needle; Reno, NV, USA) connected with microinjector for a period of 5 min ([@B19], [@B29]) and aCSF as a control. The needle was retained in the brain for 5 min longer to complete diffusion of the liquid from the needle tip. LPC-treated rats experienced severe demyelination in the locally injected region in the first 7 d after injection; however, remyelination took place 4 wk later.

Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy {#s15}
--------------------------------------------

### Immunohistochemistry {#s16}

After completion of the PA behavior task, PA rats and control rats were acutely anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and then perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline for 10 min, followed by perfusion with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (15 ml). Brains were postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C. Tissue were cryoprotected with increasing concentration of sucrose \[10, 20, 30% (w/v) sucrose\] before freezing in optimum cutting temperature medium (Tissue-Tek; Sakura Finetek, Tokyo, Japan). Subsequently, brain tissues were embedded and fixed in optimum cutting temperature medium and sectioned in the coronal plane at 30 μm with a sliding microtome (HM450; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). For immunohistochemistry, sections were immunostained using the primary antibody followed by incubation in blocking solution (10% goat serum, 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.01 M PBS) at room temperature for 1.5 h followed by incubation with secondary antibody.

The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti--myelin basic protein (MBP; a biomarker for myelinated fibers, 1:500), mouse anti--neural-glial antigen 2 (NG2; biomarker for OPCs; 1:500), mouse anti-CC1 (a biomarker for the mature OLs; 1:500 dilution), rabbit anti--OL transcription factor 2 (Olig2; a biomarker for OPCs; 1:500), and mouse anti-SMI31(a biomarker for intact axon) diluted in blocking solution (0.1% \[v/v\] Triton X-100 and 10% goat serum in 0.01 M PBS). Slices were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, except with anti-CC1 antibody for which a 1-wk incubation was used. All antibodies have been validated in the literature for use in rat immunohistochemistry. After washing with PBS 3 times for 5 min, the slices were then incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in DAPI for 2 h. The following secondary antibodies were used: Alexa anti-rabbit 488, Alexa anti-rabbit 594, Alexa anti-mouse 488, and Alexa anti-mouse 594 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at dilution of 1:500. Finally, sections were rinsed 3 times for 5 min in PBS and mounted with Dako mounting medium (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for further imaging.

### *In vivo* 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine labeling {#s17}

To estimate the overall OPC proliferation in response to PA training, 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine (EdU) was administered (25 mg/kg body weight, i.p.) ([@B30]) 30 min before session 1 of PA training. The rats were euthanized 3 h, 24 h, 7 d, and 18 d later, and brain samples containing ACC were sectioned and colabeled with monoclonal anti-CC1 and anti-NG2 antibodies along with EdU using the AlexaFluor-555 Click-It Detection Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

### Confocal imaging and quantification {#s18}

Mounted slides were imaged using an inverted laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM 880; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). A total of 3--5 sections were scanned per rat, and 6--8 rats were studied per group. Confocal images obtained as stacks of 10 images collected at 1--2-μm steps. The MBP^+^ intensity was measured up to 1000 μm from the plial surface (midline) covering layers I--VI in the ACC region. The myelin MBP^+^ intensity was calculated using ImageJ (NIH). The MBP^+^ intensity was normalized with the control samples. The numbers of NG2^+^ cells and CC1 cells were also calculated in the field of view containing layers I--VI by using ImageJ software.

### Protein extraction and Western blot analysis {#s19}

Western blot analysis was executed from brain lysate collected from ACC, following our previous publication ([@B31]). Briefly, the brains were quickly detached after acute anesthesia with urethane (1.5 g/kg). Brains were sectioned on an anodized aluminum brain slicer (Braintree Scientific, Braintree, MA, USA). Bilateral ACCs were identified and dissected from sections and were collected and stored at −80°C until protein extraction and quantification. ACC samples were homogenized in ice-cold RIPA protein extraction buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) containing 1 mM PMSF and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Homogenates were protected on ice for 15 min and centrifuged at 15,000 *g* for 30 min at 4°C. Finally, the supernatant was extracted as total protein for Western immunoblot analysis. By using the Bio-Rad DC Protein Assay Kit, we determined the total protein content of each brain's homogenate lysates and the synaptoneurosome fraction from all groups. By SDS-PAGE, 10 μg of proteins were separated and then transferred onto a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (0.2 μm pore size; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), then blocked in 5% nonfat milk in Tris-buffered saline (containing 0.1% Tween 20). The membrane was then incubated for overnight at 4°C with various primary antibodies diluted in blocking buffer. The next day, membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase--conjugated secondary antibodies diluted 1:10,000 in blocking buffer for 1 h at room temperature after being washed in Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20. Western blots were treated with ECL Western Blotting Detection Reagent (Amersham; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) to visualize the protein bands. Images were obtained using a Gel Documentation system (Azure Biosystems, Dublin, CA, USA). The following commercial primary antibodies were used at the indicated dilutions: anti-MBP (1:5000), anti-NG2 (1:5000), anti-CC1 (1:5000, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA), and anti--β-actin (1:5000; ImmunoWay, Plano, TX, USA).

### Electron microscopy {#s20}

After 18 sessions of PA training, PA-trained rats and home cage control were perfused with Karnovsky's fixative \[2% glutaraldehyde \[16000; Electron Microscopy Sciences (EMS), Hatfield, PA, USA\] and 4% paraformaldehyde (15700; EMS) in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (12300; EMS), pH 7.4\] by transcardial perfusion. ACC was resected from brain (∼1 × 1 × 2 mm^3^) and postfixed in primary fixative followed by secondary fixative \[2% osmium tetroxide (19100; EMS) in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) with 0.5% potassium ferrocyanide in the dark\] for 2 h at room temperature. Samples were then washed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, followed by washing with double-distilled water. Samples were then dehydrated with increasing ethanol concentration, later replaced by acetone concentration. Next, samples were infiltrated with plastic EMbed-812 resin (14120; EMS). Finally, sections were taken between 75 and 90 nm on a Leica Ultracut S (Leica) and mounted on carbon-coated slot grids (FCF2010-Cu; EMS). Grids were contrast stained for 30 s in 3.5% uranyl acetate in 50% acetone, followed by staining in 0.2% lead citrate for 30 s. Samples were imaged using a Tecnai 12 transmission electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and images were captured using a Gatan Bioscan digital camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA) at low to higher magnification. The *G* ratios were measured as the ratio of diameter of axon to the diameter of axon with myelin sheath. For each group, 160 to 250 axons were measured. Myelinated fiber density was examined by measuring the number of myelinated axons per ×8000 electron micrograph. Approximately 20 such images were counted per animal, and the ordinary number of myelinated fibers per image was calculated for each animal.

Electrophysiology {#s21}
-----------------

### Surgery for implanting multiple-channel electrodes {#s22}

Eight out of 11 rats were randomly selected to implant multiple-channel electrodes for electrophysiological recordings before and after LPC induction. The detailed procedures of electrode implantation have been described in our previous publications ([@B28], [@B31][@B32][@B33][@B34][@B35]--[@B36]). After 2 wk of handling, rats were implanted with 16-channel microwire electrodes (polyimide-insulated platinum-iridium microwires with 20--50 kΩ impedance, electrode diameter = 25 μm, 4 × 4 arrangement with 250 μm electrode spacing) in the ACC (anterior-posterior 3.0--3.3 mm, medial-lateral 0.6--1.0 mm, dorsal-ventral 1.5--3.5 mm from dura). In this study, the ACC was defined as the cingulate cortex, area 2, and the prelimbic cortex with overlying cingulate cortex, area 1. A screw implanted in the occipital bone above the cerebellum was used as a reference. Then, the recording electrodes were advanced slowly into the brain using a micropositioner until the clear neuronal firings in most recording channels were observed online (OmniPlex System; Plexon, Dallas, TX, USA). Electrodes were secured to the rat's skull using dental cement until clear spike signals could be observed in more than half of 16 channels.

### Electrophysiological signal acquisition {#s23}

After 6--8 d of recovery from implantation surgery of multiple-channel microwire electrode arrays, a 16-channel preamplifier head-stage (gain × 20) was connected to the implanted electrodes in the ACC. Both the local field potential (LFP) and extracellular spike activities were recorded using a multiple-channel neural data acquisition system (Omniplex D; Plexon). Spike signals were amplified (×1000), band-pass filtered (0.3--5 kHz, 4-pole Bessel), and sampled at 40 kHz. LFPs were amplified (×1000), band-pass filtered (0.05--200 Hz, 4-pole Bessel), and sampled at 1 kHz. Data was recorded for 2 min in each rat in the quiet waking state in their home cages at the following time points: before LPC infusion as baseline and 1, 5, 9, 14 d postinfusion.

Electrophysiological data analyses {#s24}
----------------------------------

Data analyses were performed using a combination of tools in MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), Neuroexplorer (Nex Technologies, Colorado Springs, CO, USA), and Offline Sorter (Plexon). Detailed procedures of multiple-channel data analyses have been described in our recent publications ([@B28], [@B31][@B32][@B33][@B34][@B35]--[@B36]).

### Spectral analysis {#s25}

To clarify alterations in the θ power spectra following LPC infusion, we calculated the ACC power spectral density (PSD). In order to achieve this, the raw LFPs of ACC were filtered between 1 and 20 Hz using noncausal 0-phase-shift filter (fourth-order Butterworth). The PSDs were characterized using multitaper estimates with a time-bandwidth product of 4 and 213 frequency bins (NeuroExplorer 5; Plexon). The overlapping percentage of each window is 50%. The power spectra were normalized so that the sum of all the spectrum values equaled the mean squared value of the signal. The PSD curve was smoothed with a gaussian filter (15 bins running average); θ band power was defined as the area under the curve of the frequencies between 4 and 10 Hz, and the band power from each animal was averaged over the 16 channels in the ACC ([@B37]).

### Spike sorting {#s26}

The single unit spike sorting was done using Offline Sorter software (v.4; Plexon). Automatic techniques were employed to separate waveforms into individual clusters using principal component analysis. The waveforms were also manually examined to confirm that the spike waveforms were consistent and that the cluster boundaries were clearly separated. A single unit was identified using the criterion of finding less than 3% of the spikes in the refractory period of 2 ms in the interspike interval histograms. The sorting quality of single units in each channel was assessed based on 2 statistical parameters: *1*) multivariate ANOVA (probability threshold for significance was set to *P* \< 0.01), which indicated that each of the unit clusters has a statistically different location in 3-dimensional space and that the clusters are statistically well separated, and *2*) the nonparametric J3 statistic, which measured the ratio of between-cluster to within-cluster scatter. The per-unit sorting quality defined on a unit-by-unit basis was determined by the *L*-ratio and isolation distance as previously described ([@B38]). The *L*-ratio estimates the degree of noise contamination of a cluster; a smaller value represents a lower degree of noise contamination ([@B38]). The isolation distance estimates the mean distance expected between a cluster and an equal ensemble of spikes outside the cluster, and a larger value implies a well-isolated cluster.

### SFC {#s27}

An increasing body of study suggests that neuronal signal processes depend on the firing rates of neurons as well as on the timing of spikes relative to large-scale neuronal oscillations. The temporal coding is an important regulator in memory and perception. To measure the strength of synchrony between spike timing and phase of field potential oscillations, we quantified the SFC based on a previous publication ([@B38]).The SFC value varies from 0 to 100%, with higher values indicating a stronger strength of relationship between spike timing and LFP oscillation phase. To compute the SFC within the ACC, the spikes recorded in the ACC and the mean LFP from the ACC were used in the analyses. To ensure the validity of the statistical results, only neurons that had at least 50 spikes during the period analyzed were used for SFC analysis. For every spike, a segment of the LFP data centered on the spike ±480 ms was extracted. The spike-triggered average (STA) was calculated as the mean of all these sections. Then the spectrum of STA frequency (fSTA) was calculated using multitaper analysis in MatLab ([@B39]). The multitaper analysis applied in these analyses uses a series of discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (7 tapers) to give estimates of the PSD. The same method was then used to calculate the frequency spectra of each of the traces individually, then the mean of these individual frequency spectra results in the spike-triggered power (STP) as a function of fSTP(*f*). Finally, the SFC was calculated as the fSTA over the STP(*f*) as a percentage. SFC(*f*) = \[fSTA(*f*) ÷ STP(*f*)\] × 100%.

### The phase-locking of single neuron to the θ oscillation {#s28}

Furthermore, we plotted the phase distribution and analyzed Rayleigh's test using custom-written Matlab scripts based on a previous publication ([@B39]), to study the angular distributions of spikes in relation to the ongoing θ oscillation and clarify the strength of phase-locking. To ensure the validity of the statistical results, only neurons with at least 50 spikes during the period analyzed were used for phase-locking estimation. First, 22 different frequencies ranging from 1.6 to 64 Hz were selected, such that *f* = 2*^x^* with *x* = (6/8, 8/8, 10/8, 12/8, ..., 48/8). The LFP was then convolved with a series of Morlet wavelets centered about each of the selected frequencies, each with a length of 4 cycles. The wavelet transforms comprise a matrix of vectors whose absolute values (or length) and arguments (or angles) represent the amplitude and phase, respectively, of the LFP at frequency *f* and time *t*. The circular mean of the spike phases was calculated by taking the weighted sum of the cosine and sine of the angles at each spike location. Rayleigh's test was used for identifying statistical significance to compare against uniformity by calculating the test statistic and a *P* value. A neuron was considered phase-locked in θ range if *P* \< 0.0023, which is Bonferroni corrected (0.05) for multiple comparisons (0.05/22; 22 frequencies were tested).

Statistical analysis {#s29}
--------------------

All data were presented as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}. Statistical comparisons were performed in SPSS v.19.0 (IBM SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) or Prism v.7.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Comparisons were conducted with Student's *t* test, factorial ANOVA, or nonparametric analyses where appropriate. Electrophysiological data were analyzed using a combination of tools in MatLab, Neuroexplorer, and Offline Sorter. PSD, SFC, spike phase-locking, and synchronization were analyzed as described in our recent publications ([@B28], [@B31][@B32][@B33]--[@B34]).

RESULTS {#s30}
=======

The HPC is required for PA schema memory assimilation and retrieval {#s31}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the role of the HPC in schema memory assimilation and retrieval, lidocaine, a temporary signal blocker, was bilaterally infused into the HPC during the schema formation and memory consolidation after a certain level of learning. Rats (lidocaine *n* = 6, aCSF control *n* = 6, normal animals *n* = 6) were trained to acquire the original schema of 6 PAs, and memory retrieval was measured by a nonrewarded PT ([Fig. 1*A, B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). During the drug treatment period, the PI of the lidocaine group decreased to chance level compared with that of controls, indicating that these rats were finding the correct cued location by chance and not by acquired memory. After withdrawal of lidocaine treatment at session 19, the PI increased gradually ([Fig. 1*A*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) but remained considerably lower than that of the control groups. To assess the memory retrieval of PAs, 3 nonrewarded PTs were conducted ([Fig. 1*A, B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The aCSF control group showed graded learning of the OPAs from session 1 to session 18 ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, *F* = 11.19, df = 2.61/10.47, *P* \< 0.001), as evidenced by the increasing proportion of digging time at the cued location compared with the noncued location from PT3 (aCSF group, *t* = 8.476, df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001). In contrast, the lidocaine-treated group showed no retrieval during the drug treatment period ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; PT3 at session 18; *t* = 1.264, df = 10, *P* = 0.235). The interaction between groups were significant (*t* = 8.271 df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001). Lidocaine-treated rats showed significant memory retrieval in PT4 after several sessions of retraining without drug treatment ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, *F* = 2.94, *t* = 19.82, *P* \< 0.001). Significant memory retrieval of new PAs was observed in both groups at PT5 24 h after training with 2 new PAs conducted at session 27 ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; aCSF group, *F*~2,\ 15~ = 42.73, *P* \< 0.0001; lidocaine group, *F*~2,\ 15~ = 68.06, *P* \< 0.0001) with no significant interaction in between groups (*F*~2,\ 30~ = 2.653, *P* = 0.086), and the digging time in cued location was better than chance (aCSF group, *t* = 7.14, df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001; lidocaine group, *t* = 7.91, df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001). Next, to investigate whether the HPC is required for new pair memory acquisition, we infused lidocaine 15 min prior to 2 new pair training and tested new pair memory 24 h later. PT6 showed that intrahippocampal lidocaine prevented the new PA learning ([Fig. 1*E*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; aCSF group, *F*~2,\ 15~ = 66.18, *P* \< 0.0001; lidocaine group, *F*~2,\ 15~ = 16.89, *P* = 0.0869), and the interaction between groups was significant (*F*~2,\ 30~ = 46.22, *P* \< 0.0001). Digging at the cued new location was significantly above chance only in the aCSF group (*t* = 15.29 df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001) but lower in the lidocaine group (*t* = 1.490 df = 10, *P* = 0.1672). Then, using another group of rats, we studied whether the HPC is essential for new pair memory retrieval. After 25 sessions of training, we confirmed the rats have PI more than 70%, suggesting these rats had memory schema for PA. These rats were then trained with 2 new PAs, followed by infusion of lidocaine or aCSF in the HPC 24 h later, and then assessed for memory retrieval for new PAs in PT4 ([Fig. 1*F*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplemental Videos S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). PT4 showed that the lidocaine group had no significant change in the digging time of the new cued compared with noncued location (*F*~2,\ 15~ = 1.817, *P* = 0.1966), and the digging at the new cued location was below the chance level (*t* = 0.4841 df = 10, *P* = 0.638); however, the interaction in between groups was significant (*F*~2,\ 27~ = 26.32, *P* \< 0.0001). Our results demonstrate that the HPC plays a key role in schematic learning, new memory acquisition, and new memory retrieval, which corroborates the findings in a previous report that had used hippocampal lesions ([@B9]).

PA schema is dependent on the ACC {#s32}
---------------------------------

Next, to further clarify the role of the ACC in PA schema formation, we performed bilateral infusion of lidocaine in ACC ([**Fig. 2*A***](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the first experiment, using a different group of rats (*n* = 12), we infused lidocaine or aCSF in ACC during sessions 10--17. The PI of the lidocaine infusion group dropped at the start of the treatment period compared with that of the aCSF infusion group ([Fig. 2*B*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Memory retrieval was assessed through 3 nonrewarded PTs (PT1--PT3). The control group revealed a graded improvement in memory retrieval of the OPAs ([Fig. 2*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *F* = 12.24, df = 3.64/18.23; *P* \< 0.0001; *n* = 6 rats/group), whereas no memory retrieval was observed in the lidocaine group at PT3 ([Fig. 2*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *F* = 0.33, *P* \> 0.05; *n* = 6 rats per group), and the interaction was significant in between groups (*t* = 6.883, df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001). Digging at the cued new location was significantly above chance only in the aCSF group (*t* = 15.29 df = 10, *P* \< 0.0001) but lower in the lidocaine group (*t* = 1.490 df = 10, *P* = 0.1672). Lidocaine-treated rats showed significant memory retrieval in PT4 after several sessions of retraining without drug treatment ([Fig. 2*D*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; aCSF group, *F*~2,\ 12~ = 19.10, *P* = 0.0002; lidocaine group, *F*~2,\ 12~ = 16.86, *P* \< 0.0003) with no significant interaction in between groups (*F*~2,\ 24~ = 3.27; *P* = 0.05), and the digging time in cued location was better than chance (aCSF group, *t* = 4.16, df = 8, *P* \< 0.0031; lidocaine group, *t* = 9.26, df = 8, *P* \< 0.0001). Next, we examined the role of ACC in new PA memory acquisition; lidocaine was infused 15 min prior to training on 2 new PAs. No significant difference of digging time of different cued holes was found in the lidocaine group in PT6 ([Fig. 2*E*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; aCSF group, *F*~2,\ 15~ = 74.83, *P* \< 0.0001; lidocaine group, *F*~2,\ 15~ = 0.96, *P* = 0.40), and the interaction between groups was significant (*F*~2,\ 30~ = 43.27, *P* \< 0.0001), indicating that ACC is essential for new PA memory acquisition. Then, to verify whether ACC is important for new pair memory retrieval, using another group of rats (PA = 6 rats and control = 5 rats), we infused lidocaine in ACC, 24 h after new PA training, and then tested new PA memory retrieval. Again, no significant change was found in the lidocaine group ([Fig. 2*F*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *t* = 1.55, *P* \< 0.05).

![Intra-ACC lidocaine infusions prevent memory consolidation, new learning, and memory retrieval. *A*) Experimental design showing timeline of schema training, new PA learning, and memory retrieval. Syringes indicate the time of bilateral intra-ACC infusions of 4% lidocaine \[15 min before each session (S), S10--17\]. *B*) PI during the acquisition of the OPAs and new PAs (S1--24). Lidocaine was injected bilaterally into the ACC during S10--17. PI rose to around 65% at S8 and decreased to around 50% (chance level) after lidocaine infusion (*n* = 6 rats/group). *C*) Nonrewarded cued-recall PTs for the acquisition of original schema across S3, S9, S18, and S24. The graph represents the percentage of dig time at the cued location (white bars) relative to that of the noncued locations (black bars). *D*) Memory recall in PT5 for the new PA (white bar) in aCSF and lidocaine infusion group, 24 h after a single session of training with 2 new PAs. *E*) Impact of intra-ACC lidocaine infusion on acquisition of new PAs in PT6 (lidocaine infusion 15 min before new PA acquisition; *n* = 6 rats/group) The graphs represents the percentage of dig time at the new cued location (white bars), the new noncued location (striped bars), and the old noncued locations (black bars) during PT6 after the aCSF and lidocaine infusion conditions. *F*) Impact of intra-ACC lidocaine infusion on retrieval of new PAs in PT4 by performing lidocaine or aCSF infusion 15 min before PT4 (lidocaine, *n* = 6 rats; aCSF, *n* = 5 rats). The graphs represent the percentage of dig time at the new cued location (white bars), the new noncued location (striped bars), and the old noncued locations (black bars) in the aCSF and lidocaine conditions. NPA, new PA; ns, not significant. Results are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 for Student's *t* tests comparing the proportion of digging for the cued PAs with the chance level of 16.67%, \^\^\^*P* \< 0.001 for Student's *t* tests comparing the proportion of cued digging in lidocaine *vs.* aCSF infused rats.](fj.201900910Rf2){#F2}

One PA training does not establish schema for rapid consolidation of new PAs {#s33}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rats trained with 1 PA training showed acquisition of 1 PA after sessions 19--23 (PI ≈ 85%, [**Fig. 3*A***](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) similar to that of the 6-PA training (PI ≈ 78%, [Fig. 3*B*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and the latency to collect the food pellets was faster with training after sessions 19--23 (latency ≈ 30 s, [Fig. 3*C*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), similar to that of the 6-PA training (latency ≈ 40 s). PT1--3 revealed that rats can retrieve 1 PA memory ([Fig. 3*D*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). But after training of new PAs for a single session (session 24), new PA memory was not observed in PT4 in 1-PA trained rats (new cued digging time \<16.6%, [Supplemental Fig. S1*E*](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 3*E*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas 6-PA trained rats showed effective memory retrieval.

![One PA training does not establish schema for rapid consolidation of new PAs. *A*) PI during the acquisition of the 1 PA (sessions 1--24). PI reached \<70% by second session. Removing cue flavours from the start box on session 20 caused less effects on PI. Changing new PA at session 23 caused dropping of PI at chance level. *B*) PI during the acquisition of the 6 OPAs (sessions 1--24). PI increases gradually over the training. Removing cue flavors from the start box on session 20 caused in performance decreases and then returning to nearly 70% on the next normal session (session 21). Rats can learn 2 new PAs by a single session (session 23). *C*) Latency during the acquisition of OPAs and new PAs in the 6PA group and 1 PA group respectively (sessions 1--24). Latency improves with the training sessions in both 1 PA and 6 PA trained rats. *D*) Nonrewarded PTs for the acquisition of OPAs across sessions 3, 9, and 18. The graph represents the percentage of dig time at the cued location (white bars) relative to the noncued locations (black bars). *E*) Memory recall in PT4 for new PA (white bar) in 6 PA and one PA group, 24 h after a single session of training with new PA. Ns, not significant. Results are expressed as means ± [sem.]{.smallcaps} \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 (Student's *t* test, percent digging time at the cued location *vs.* chance level of 16.67%).](fj.201900910Rf3){#F3}

Prolonged PA training promotes adaptive myelination in ACC {#s34}
----------------------------------------------------------

The expression of MBP, a biomarker for myelin fibers that encase axons, was examined in 2 groups of rats: 6 PAs and home cage control. Higher MBP^+^ expression was found in the ACC of the 6-PAs group compared with that of controls, and a greater proportion MBP^+^ immunofluorescence intensity was observed in ACC compared with that of controls ([**Fig. 4*A, B***](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitative analysis revealed a higher intensity of MBP^+^ fibers in the 6-PAs groups compared with the controls ([Fig. 4*C*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; control, 0.9970 ± 0.03487; PA, 1.293 ± 0.08792; *n* = 6 rats/group). Western blot analyses of protein extracted from the ACC also revealed higher MBP expression in PA rats compared with that of control ([Fig. 4*D, E*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; control, 1.028 ± 0.04246; PA, 1.220 ± 0.03235; *n* = 6 rats/group). Ultrastructural analysis performed using electron microscopy (EM) further showed that the myelin sheath thickness is increased in PA trained rats ([Fig. 4*F*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitative assessment of the *G* ratio of myelinated fibers revealed greater thickness of myelin sheath in PA rats than the control ([Fig. 4*G, H*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; control, 0.6447 ± 0.006932, *n* = 150; PA, 0.5803 ± 0.004616, *n* = 203; *n* = 3 rats/group; *P* = 0.0001), whereas the thickness of axons had not been altered ([Fig. 4*I*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; control, 1.005 ± 0.03556, *N* = 150; PA, 0.9435 ± 0.03540, *n* = 203; not significant, *P* = 0.23). Furthermore, the dynamic changes in myelination during the course PA training was studied. The rats were euthanized after sessions 1, 9, and 18 after PA training ([**Fig. 5*A***](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and the MBP in the ACC region were analyzed ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The PA training was found to gradually increase the myelination in the ACC region compared with that of untrained control rats ([Fig. 5*C, D*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Prolonged PA training promotes adaptive myelination in rats. *A*) Schematic picture reconstructing the location of ACC (gray outlining). Cc, corpus callosum; Cg1, cingulate cortex, area 1; Cg2, cingulate cortex, area 2; PrL, prelimbic cortex. *B*) Representative confocal images of MBP in the ACC region show enhanced expression of MBP in PA trained rats compared with untrained controls. Scale bar, 100 µm. *C*) Relative intensity of MBP fluorescence in the ACC (layer I--VI), sections from 2.2 to 3.8 mm from the bregma. The MBP mean fluorescent intensity (*n* = 6) was increased after PA training (*n* = 6). *D*) Western blot images of MBP and β-actin in the ACC extracts from untrained control and PA trained rats using anti-MBP antibody. *E*) Mean MBP intensity analysis revealed that PA trained rats have higher myelin intensity compared with control rats (*n* = 6 rats/group). *F*) EM images of ACC showing myelinated axons in control and PA rats (*n* = 3 rats/group). Scale bar, 1 µm (upper panel). Lower panel shows representative EM pictures of myelinated axon at higher magnification (scale bar, 200 nm). *G*) Scatter plot of *G*-ratios in control rats (blue circle, *n* = 3 rats) and PA rats (green circle, *n* = 3 rats). *H*) Mean *G* ratio of myelinated axons in the ACC region in PA trained and untrained control rats. *I*) Axonal diameters do not change significantly between PA trained and control rats (*n* = 150--203 axons from 3 rats/group). Ns, not significant. Data are shown as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}. \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 (unpaired Student's *t* test).](fj.201900910Rf4){#F4}

![Dynamic changes of myelination in the rat ACC over the training. *A*) Experimental design showing timeline of MBP analysis at different time points over the training: day (D)0 \[day before the start of training session (S)1\], S9, S18. *B*) Schematic picture reconstructing the location of ACC (gray outlining). cc, corpus callosum; Cg1, cingulate cortex, area 1; Cg2, cingulate cortex, area 2; PrL, prelimbic cortex. *C*) Representative confocal images of MBP in the ACC region at different time points of PA training show that MBP expression was enhanced over the training in PA rats compared with home-cage control (C), which is from the same litter and of the same age as the PA rats. Scale bar, 50 µm. *D*) Relative intensity of MBP fluorescent in the ACC (layers I--VI), sections from 2.2 to 3.8 mm from the bregma. The MBP mean fluorescent intensity was increased after PA training. Data are shown as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} (*n* = 6). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 (unpaired Student's *t* test).](fj.201900910Rf5){#F5}

Prolonged PA training stimulates OPC proliferation and differentiation {#s35}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the cells proliferating in response to PA training, we performed immunohistochemistry to determine the absolute number OPCs (NG2^+^ cells, a biomarker for OPC cells) and OLs (CC1^+^ cells, a biomarker for OLs) in the ACC of PA and control rats after intensive training (session 18) ([**Fig. 6*A, B***](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We observed that the number of NG2^+^ OPCs was increased in PA rats compared with control ([Fig. 6*B, D*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; PA, 675.3 ± 3; control, 514.2 ± 15; *P* = 0.0069; *n* = 3/group). We further observed higher (13%) colabeling of NG2^+^ Olig2^+^ cells in PA rats than in controls, indicating reactive OPCs that had undergone differentiation ([Fig. 6*C, E*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Again, we observed a significant increase in the number of mature OLs (Olig2^+^ CC1^+^) in PA rats than control ([Fig. 6*F--H*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; PA, 408.1 ± 15.32; control, 258.8 ± 24.41, *P* = 0.006; *n* = 3 rats/group). Furthermore, to study the effects of PA training on cell proliferation and differentiation, we administered thymidine analog EdU at the beginning of the PA training to label dividing cells and euthanized rats at different time points (3, 24 h, after sessions 9 and 18) ([Fig. 6*I*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Three hours after the first session (session 1) of PA training, there was no significant increase in the density of NG2^+^ OPCs and the fraction of NG2^+^ OPCs that were EdU labeled (labeling index) in PA rats relative to control ([Fig. 6*J--L*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; *P* = 0.46 and 0.94, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group). Twenty-four hours after session 1 of PA training there was significant increase (29.40%, *P* = 0.04, *n* = 3) in the fraction of NG2^+^ OPCs that were EdU labeled (labeling index) in PA rats relative to control ([Fig. 6*E, F*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, at sessions 9 and 18 there was a transient increase in the density of NG2^+^ OPCs (22.20%, *P* = 0.03; 23.48%, *P* = 0.007, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group) and in the fraction of NG2^+^ OPCs that were EdU labeled (47.74%, *P* = 0.0005; 45.83%, *P* = 0.0007, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group); this was also observed in PA rats relative to control.

![Prolonged PA training facilitates OPC proliferation and OLs production. *A*) Schematic figure showing the quantified area in the ACC (gray squares) for immunostained sections from 3.8 to 2.2 mm from the bregma. cc, corpus callosum; Cg1, cingulate cortex, area 1; Cg2, cingulate cortex, area 2; PrL, prelimbic cortex. *B*) Representative confocal imaging of OPCs (NG2^+^) cells in the ACC. Maximum intensity projection (from 10 successive confocal planes) showing double channel immunofluorescent labelling with NG2 (green) and the overlay with DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 20 μm. Data are shown as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps} (*n* = 3 rats/group). *P* \> 0.05 *C*) Representative confocal micrograph of Olig2^+^ (red, a biomarker for oligodendrocyte transcription factor) colabelled with NG2^+^ (green) OPC cells in the ACC of PA and control rats. Scale bar, 20 μm. Inset showing Olig2^+^ (red) NG2^+^ OPC cells in higher magnification (scale bar, 2 μm). *D*) Total number of NG2^+^ OPC cells in the ACC of PA and control rats after S18. *E*) Total number of Olig2^+^ NG2^+^ OPC cells in the ACC of PA and control rats after S18. *F*) Representative confocal images of Olig2^+^ (red) CC1^+^ (green) OLs in the ACC of PA and control rats. Scale bars, 50 μm. Inset: EdU^+^ (red) NG2^+^ OPC cells in higher magnification (scale bar, 2 μm). *G*) Total number of OLig2^+^ CC1^+^ mature OLs cells in the ACC of PA and control rats after S18. *H*) Total number of Olig2^+^ CC1^+^ OLs cells in the ACC of PA and control rats after S18. *I*) Experimental timeline showing EdU protocol performed to assess OPC proliferation and OLs generation in ACC of PA and control rats. *J*) Representative confocal images showing colabelling of EdU (red) and NG2^+^ (green) OPC cells with an overlay of DAPI (blue) in the ACC of PA and control rats. Scale bars, 50 μm. Inset: EdU^+^ (red) NG2^+^ OPC cells at higher resolution (scale bar, 2 μm). *K*) Total number of NG2^+^ cells in the ACC of PA trained rats and untrained control rats at different time points of PA training. *L*) Total number of EdU+ NG2+ OPC cells in the ACC PA trained rats and untrained control rats at different time points of PA training. Prolonged PA training caused transient increase in the EdU labeling index of NG2^+^ OPCs in the ACC of PA rats after S9 and S18 of PA training. *M*) Representative confocal images showing colabelling of EdU (red) and CC1^+^ (green) Oligodedrocytes cells with an overlay of DAPI (blue) in the ACC of PA and control rats. Scale bars, 50 μm. Inset showing EdU^+^ (red) NG2^+^ OPC cells at higher resolution (scale bar, 2 μm). *N*) Total number of CC1^+^ oligodendrocyte (OL) cells in the ACC of PA trained rats and untrained control rats at different time points of PA training. *O*) Total number of EdU^+^ CC^+^ oligodendrocyte (OL) cells in the ACC PA trained rats and untrained control rats at different time points of PA training. Prolonged PA training caused transient increase in the EdU labeling index of CC1^+^ (OLs) in the ACC of PA rats after S9 and S18 of PA training. For all experiments shown, *n* = 3 rats/group at each time point. Results are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}; n.s, not significant (*P* \> 0.05), unpaired Student's *t* test. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](fj.201900910Rf6){#F6}

To define the population dynamics and fate of OPC cells dividing in response to PA training, we repeated the above experiment but administered EdU for 7 consecutive days (session 9) intraperitoneally, trained rats for session 18 ([Fig. 6*I*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and calculated the absolute CC1^+^ OL number and the fraction of CC1^+^ OLs that were EdU labeled. Three and 24 hours after 1 session, there was no significant increase in the density of CC1^+^ OLs (*P* = 0.70 and 0.90, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group) or in the fraction of CC1^+^ OLs that were EdU labeled in PA rats relative to control ([Fig. 6*M*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; *P* = 0.43 and 0.45, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group). However, a transient increase in the absolute number of CC1^+^ OLS (32.68%, *P* = 0.001; 36.58%, *P* = 0.006, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group) and in the fraction of CC1^+^ OLs that were EdU labeled (41.21%, *P* = 0.001; 47.06%, *P* = 0.0002, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group) was observed after sessions 9 and 18 of PA training in the ACC of PA rats relative to control ([Fig. 6*M*--*O*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; 41.31%, *P* = 0.001; 49.31%, *P* = 0.0002, respectively; *n* = 3 rats/group). Theoretically, enhanced myelination of the activated axons may be a result of myelin remodeling of existing axons supplemented by enhanced OL branching. The increase in EdU^+^ CC1^+^ cells observed in the PA group suggested that this effect may be mediated by the selective myelination of the activated axons by newly differentiated OLs ([@B30]).

Myelination is essential for ACC-dependent cognitive function {#s36}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To verify the role of myelination in PA schema learning, an ACC-dependent cognitive function, we conducted LPC-induced focal demyelination restricted to the ACC before PA training ([**Fig. 7*A***](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Seven days after focal injection into ACC, rats displayed severe demyelination in the region of ACC ([Fig. 7*B*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; *F* = 5.48, df = 2.11/6.34, *n* = 4; *P* \< 0.035). Although LPC causes severe demyelination, no axonal damage was observed in the ACC ([Fig. 7*G*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; *n* = 3, *P* \< 0.05). The PI of LPC group was lower than that of the sham-treated group, and the LPC group had no significant change in digging time during PT1, 2, 3, 4 ([Fig. 7*C--E*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; *n* = 6). Next, to determine whether myelination is necessary to conserve learned information, using a new group of rats, we induced focal demyelination in the ACC after session 10 of PA training ([Fig. 7*F*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; *F* = 3.39, df = 2.84/8.54, *n* = 4; *P* \< 0.07). PTs revealed severe impairment in memory retrieval after demyelination, whereas control rats demonstrated effective memory retrieval. Furthermore, the demyelinated rats could not learn and retrieve the memory of new PAs ([Fig. 7*H--J*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![The effect of LPC-induced demyelination in the ACC on schema formation and memory retrieval. *A*) Experimental timeline showing intra-ACC LPC injection to cause focal demyelination followed by PA training. For control rats, saline was injected instead of LPC. *B*) Representative confocal images showing MBP^+^ myelinated fibers (green, upper panel) in the ACC region of demyelinated and control rats. Scale bar, 50 µm. The MBP mean fluorescent intensity was decreased in demyelinated rats (upper right) (*n* = 3 rats/group; unpaired Student's *t* test). *C*) Focal ACC demyelination (*n* = 4 rats/group) in rats led to impairment in schema formation assessed by the PI \[below the chance level until session (S)14\]. *D*) Preferential digging during nonrewarded PTs (PT1--3) in demyelinated and control sham-treated rats (*n* = 4 rats/group). *E*) Preferential digging during nonrewarded PT for new PA (PT4) in demyelinated and control sham-treated rats (*n* = 4 rats/group). *F*) Experimental timeline showing intra-ACC LPC injection in S9 after PA training and followed by further training sessions after recovery. *G*) Representative confocal images showing MBP^+^ and SMI31^+^ (marker for axonal fiber) in the ACC region in demyelinated and control rats. Scale bar, 50 µm (*n* = 3 rats/group; unpaired Student's *t* test). *H*) Focal ACC demyelination show drop in PI below the chance level after demyelination at S9 and causes impairment in schema formation (*n* = 4 rats/group; *P* \< 0.001). *I*) Preferential digging during nonrewarded PTs (PT1--3) in demyelinated and control sham-treated rats. Nonrewarded cued-recall PTs for the acquisition of original schema across S9, S10, and S19 (*n* = 4 rats/group; unpaired Student's *t* tests comparing the proportion of digging for the cued PAs with the chance level of 16.67%). *J*) Preferential digging during nonrewarded PT for new PA (PT4) in demyelinated and control sham-treated rats (*n* = 4 rats/group; Student's *t* tests comparing the proportion of digging for the cued PAs with the chance level of 16.67%). DM, demyelination; NPA, new PA; ns, not significant (*P* \> 0.05). Results are expressed as means ± [sem]{.smallcaps}. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](fj.201900910Rf7){#F7}

Furthermore, to look into whether this focal demyelination induces a general disruption of ACC function that is not specific to learning, we measured visceromotor reflex recordings to incremental pressures of colorectal distension (20, 40, 60, 80 mmHg) in control and demyelination rats. Measurement of visceral sensitivity in animals is mainly based on brain stem reflexes ([@B29], [@B32], [@B33]). Two-way ANOVA revealed that there was no difference in the factor of demyelination, indicating that demyelination into the ACC does not affect visceral pain sensation.

Electrophysiological characterization of LPC-induced ACC focal demyelination {#s37}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study the involvement of demyelination in θ rhythm activity and the spike-timing synchrony of ACC single units, we recorded neuronal spikes and LFP simultaneously and analyzed SFC and phase-locking between ACC spikes and LFP. PSD analysis was performed during 120 s quiet waking state in LPC-infused rats having focal demyelination in the ACC region. The PSD in the frequency range 1--20 Hz and distributions of θ band power (4--10 Hz) in the ACC region 1, 5, 9, 14 d after LPC infusion (*n* = 4) are shown in [**Fig. 8*A, B***](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. Significant alterations of θ band power were detected from d 5 ([Fig. 8*B*](#F8){ref-type="fig"}; 2-way ANOVA; *P* \< 0.05). The mean θ band power was reduced on d 5 and d 9 after LPC infusion to 0.00885 ± 0.00135 and 0.00932 ± 0.00045, respectively, compared with the baseline θ band power of 0.02734 ± 0.00028 evaluated before LPC infusion.

![Decrease in ACC θ band power and reduction of SFC and phase-locking (between ACC spike and θ phase) following LPC-induced demyelination. *A*) PSD (including δ, θ, and β bands) of ACC LFP before LPC injection (*n* = 4 rats) (black color; baseline) and on d 1, 5, 9, and 14 following local LPC injection into ACC region. *B*) Mean ACC θ band power was decreased at d 5 and 9 after LPC-induced demyelination. *C*) The SFC distribution of ACC single units (*n* = 32 neurons and 4 rats) as a function of frequencies recorded at baseline and on d 1, 5, 9, and 14 following local LPC injection into the ACC region. *D*) Mean SFC values in θ band show reduction of θ band SFC in rats (*n* = 4) after LPC treatment. *E*) Mean percentages of phase-locked neurons show a reduction of ACC single-unit spikes phase-locking to the local θ band field potential after LPC treatment (*n* = 4). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](fj.201900910Rf8){#F8}

LPC infusion--associated demyelination in rats revealed a decrease in SFC values in the low frequency range compared with that of baseline (*n* = 4 rats; *n* = 15 neurons for baseline, *n* = 25 neurons for d 1, 5, and 9, and *n* = 18 neurons for d 14; [Fig. 8*C, D*](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The mean SFC values in θ range (4--10 Hz) were significantly decreased from 1.625 ± 0.397% to \<0.248 ± 0.067% in d 5 after LPC infusion (*t* = 3.422, *P* = 0.0078, Student's 2-tailed unpaired *t* test, [Fig. 8*D*](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), and this reduction in SFC in the ACC region was maintained until d 14 after LPC infusion. In addition to that, the percentage of phase-locked neurons in the θ phase decreased from 38.75 ± 6.203% during baseline to 12.25% ± 6.232% in the infraorbital nerve (IoN)-CCI rats (*P* \< 0.05, 1-way ANOVA; [Fig. 8*E*](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Altogether, our findings indicate that myelin plasticity is important to facilitate and shape learning and memory behavior, such as the quick assimilation of new information into existing schemas.

DISCUSSION {#s38}
==========

The concept that new learning interacts with existing memories is by no means new ([@B2]). It has been established that mental schemas, referred to as cognitive structures, are developed on the basis of several encounters with similar context ([@B9], [@B40]). The medial prefrontal cortex is thought to play a vital role for processing schema-related mnemonic function ([@B41]). This is also validated by lesion studies in both rodents ([@B4], [@B42]) and humans ([@B41], [@B43]). The mechanisms of the hippocampal-ACC interactions are essential to determine how decisions are guided by experience.

To start out, our data are consistent with previous findings ([@B11], [@B40]) that over the course of training, rats use spatial memory to find the correct flavored food location ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It has earlier been well demonstrated that the HPC is crucial for the learning of the PA schema ([@B9]). However, it is still unclear whether the HPC is necessary to completely establish the schema after a certain level of PA learning and consolidation. Here, we found that infusion of lidocaine, a temporal blocker, into the HPC from session 11 to 17 blocked the continuation of improvement in PA learning ([Fig. 1*A, B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the HPC is crucial for the full establishment of schema learning and consolidation. Furthermore, we observed by restarting PA training in session 19, the animals were able to meet the maximum PI by session 24, suggesting that the inhibitory effects of lidocaine in the HPC are fully reversible. To identify if the rats with hippocampal inactivation were still able to show a congruency benefit by learning new information, in this study, the lidocaine was administrated into the HPC 15 min before the new PA session. No memory retrieval was found during the PT, suggesting that the HPC is still necessary for the encoding of new PAs in the animals that had established schema ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In a separate study, intrahippocampal lidocaine that was infused in the rats 24 h after learning new PA information was found to impair new PA memory retrieval ([Fig. 1*E*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Considering previous reports that hippocampal lesion suppressed new PA memory retrieval ([@B9]), our data further point to the HPC's role in memory acquisition and retrieval within the time window of 24 h following new PA consolidation.

To determine whether the ACC is essential for schema creation and activating appropriate schemas regardless of memory demands, we showed that lidocaine infusion into the ACC can affect PA learning and consolidation during training sessions ([Fig. 1*A, B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) suggesting a critical role for the ACC in schema representation and activation. These results are also consistent with the clinical observation that patients with damaged medial prefrontal cortex who confabulate have difficulty activating task-relevant schemas and would make more errors during retrieval, perhaps reflecting an inability to utilize schema ([@B43]).

Our data are consistent with previous findings of HPC-prefrontal interaction during memory tasks ([@B44]); we showed a single trial of training is sufficient to develop memory of the new PAs ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B9], [@B10], [@B13]). We showed that lidocaine infused into the ACC before a new PA PT impaired new memory retrieval 24 h later ([Fig. 1*E--H*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the assimilation of new PA memories into existing activated cortical schemas requires simultaneous cortical encoding and retrieval.

What is the biologic basis of schema-like learning and memory consolidation in the HPC-ACC network? A model used for a memory mechanism of cellular consolidation research is synaptic tagging and capture, proposed by Frey and Morris ([@B45]), which stipulates that neural signaling targets a particular synapse for plasticity-related protein trafficking, resulting in synaptic long-term potentiation and stabilized memory traces within neurons ([@B46]). A similar model, called behavioral tagging, considers the learning process at a broader behavioral level ([@B47]). Although the standard model of memory consolidation asserts that systems level consolidation occurs after learning, the interaction of hippocampal and neocortical ensembles can sometimes be very rapid when consolidation involves the interaction with activated associative schemas stored in the neocortex ([@B48]). Brain activity at the systems level is mostly rhythmic, and the interaction between different brain regions is crucial for complex information processing. Precisely timed pre- and postsynaptic activity creates neural oscillations ([@B49]) that synchronize neurons, resulting in coherence and plasticity between different brain areas ([@B50]). Recent computational analysis suggests that conduction delays between coupled oscillators in the brain can be sensitive to minute changes in conduction speed that are a consequence of delicate changes in myelin ([@B46]). Myelination of certain brain areas coincides with the cognitive and behavioral development over a lifetime ([@B14]). A multitude of studies have shown that myelin is a highly dynamic structure; changes in myelination are important in contributing to brain plasticity and learning ([@B17]). Myelination increases the speed of nerve impulse propagation along the axon and thus facilitates long-range oscillations and synchrony of spike time arrival between neurons in different brain areas ([@B16], [@B51]).

Therefore, increased myelination may facilitate activated schema model of systems level consolidation. Recently, our electrophysiological and behavioral studies have shown that coherence and synchronization within the ACC and between the ACC and basolateral amygdala play a key role in the regulation of executive behavioral experiences, such as decision making in rats ([@B28], [@B32][@B33][@B34][@B35]--[@B36]). However, the molecular mechanisms through which experiences affect learning and memory in the brain is unclear. In this context, the axon is covered by myelin, a multilayer fatty structure developed from mature OLs originating from OPCs that facilitate fast propagation of action potentials and conduction velocity in axons, critical for higher-level cognitive functions. Repeated neuronal firing may stimulate myelination of axons, whereas myelin remodeling increases the efficiency of neuronal activation. MRI studies in humans showed that learning a new language ([@B52]), playing piano ([@B53]), and complex motor tasks in adults ([@B54], [@B55]) promote myelination. Evidence from rodent studies suggests that motor learning requires newly produced OLs ([@B22]). In rodents and zebrafish, electrically active neurons signal to the surrounding OPCs that trigger differentiation and promote myelination ([@B25], [@B56], [@B57]). Nevertheless, the mechanism and the extent to which behavioral actions and experiences affect the production of OLs and myelin sheath formation are relatively unknown ([@B58]). In this study, we test our hypotheses that prolonged schema-like learning and memory retrieval experience regulate both oligodendrogenesis and myelination, which promise that relevant new information can be quickly assimilated into the existing activated cortical schemas. We show that prolonged training of schema-like learning facilitates OPC proliferation and oligodendrogenesis ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), OL differentiation, and maturation associated with hypermyelination ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In the present study, a significant increase in OPC proliferation was observed within the ACC in sessions 7 and 18 following consecutive PA training. A large proportion of OPCs differentiated into mature OLs, increasing the density of newly produced (EdU^+^ CC1^+^) OLs in the ACC by 49.31%. Although the density of OPCs and newly produced OLs was less after session 1 (d 1), the proliferation and differentiation of OPCs into mature OLs were more protracted after sessions 7 and 18 compared with control ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the proliferation and differentiation of OPCs into mature OLs were more protracted in session 18 than in session 7 ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Trained rats exhibited an ∼35.53% rise in EdU incorporation rate among OPCs and an ∼23.48% increase in OPC density at session 18. This particular finding reinforces the likelihood that prolonged PA training--induced surge in OPC mitosis is a requirement for OL production ([@B59]). Here we observed greater myelination and increased myelin thickness within this neuronal circuit ([Figs. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) in PA rats than in control, which was dynamic in nature and significantly changed over the training period ([Figs. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These data are consistent with previous studies found that rats and rhesus monkeys raised in a consistently stimulating and enriched environment exhibited increase myelination, which was correlated with improved cognition ([@B60]).

In this experiment, we showed that significant dynamic changes in ACC myelination follow the prolonged PA training acquisition at different time points ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the plastic nature of myelin, which changes dynamically during the adult period in response to intensive training. We performed other studies for training with only 1 PA in the event arena for 25 sessions, similar to 6-PA training. We observed that the group of rats that performed 1-PA training failed to establish a schema and were unable to create new pair learning ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). To clarify that the OL lineage dynamics and myelin plasticity in our 6-PA learning and memory retrieval model are not due to other covariates, such as arousal from handling, running around the large enclosure, consuming palatable rewards, and uncertainty of digging for potentially hidden food rewards, further studies are needed with equivalent handling but that do not have training relevant to schema learning and consolidation, as described previously in Tse *et al*. ([@B9]).

Is myelin necessary for hippocampal-ACC--dependent learning and memory? Animal studies have shown that maternal separation impairs prefrontal cortical myelination and cognitive functions ([@B21]). Local hippocampal demyelination induced by LPC is associated with spatial learning disability ([@B61]). Until now it has not been clear whether schema-like learning and memory retrieval require myelin plasticity. Here, we used a PA behavior paradigm and showed that the ACC region was demyelinated. LPC is a detergent-like membrane solubilizing agent that disrupts myelin lipids ([@B29]). Plemel *et al.* ([@B62]) reported that LPC integrated into cellular membranes and rapidly induced cell membrane permeability, nonspecifically disrupting myelin lipids in mice. Now, we have shown that demyelination of the ACC impaired PA learning and memory retrieval ([Fig. 7*C, D*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

Myelin produced by mature OLs facilitates rapid propagation of action potentials along axons. Investigators have reported that minor changes in myelin thickness produce significant alterations to conduction speed and neural circuit function ([@B51]). To clarify the mechanistic role of experience-induced adaptive myelination in modulating neural function, in this study we provide evidence that ACC LPC-induced demyelination ([Fig. 8*B, F*](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) led to a decrease in ACC θ band power and reduced SFC and phase-locking ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest a key role of myelination for long-lasting oscillations and coherence of spike time arrival in the neurons. Thus, brain network synchronization requires active central myelination. These findings are consistent with our other recent findings in the rat with chronic visceral pain ([@B31], [@B33]) and the maternally separated rat ([@B34]), which show that a decision-making deficit is associated with disruption of SFC and desynchronized θ waves between the basolateral amygdala and ACC ([@B33], [@B34]). However, we realized that further studies are wanted to demonstrate the direct effects of behaviorally relevant brain neuronal activity on myelin plasticity *in vivo*. Using a drug that depletes myelination seems likely to be a very general kind of disruption that may simply damage the function of the ACC in general. Therefore, we have performed colorectal distention to measure visceromotor reflex ([@B28], [@B31], [@B32]) after focal demyelination into the ACC and found no changes compared with saline control rats (unpublished results) indicating that focal demyelination could not deplete ACC function in general; rather it specifically blocks multiple PA learning and memory. Further study may be needed to determine if ACC demyelination is affected in a more general way when ACC-dependent learning is conducted.

Notice that our studying schemas in the sense of Tse *et al.* and others ([@B4], [@B9], [@B42]) does not bear on the large body of work regarding schemas in human cognitive psychology. Furthermore, with the present study, we may not be able to distinguish between different possibilities: that neuronal activity causes myelination of unmyelinated axons, that new OLs are responsible for the addition of new myelin into existing myelin sheaths, and whether new myelin formed by existing OLs increase the thickness of the myelin sheath. Platelet-derived growth factor receptor has been identified as a factor responsible for proliferation of astrocytes and OPCs ([@B63]). Further studies are wanted to address this question.

In summary, using a rat model to monitor PA learning and memory retrieval, we showed that the schema (in the sense of the previous publication, ref. [@B9]) acquisition of 6 PAs was gradually established. Then, rats learned 2 new PAs that were encoded and assimilated into the existing schema rapidly. The roles of the HPC and ACC on different time points of encoding, consolidation, and memory recall were identified. Learning a complex PA behavior task is associated with an increase in newly formed OPCs and mature OLs as well as myelin plasticity in the ACC regions. ACC demyelination impaired PA learning, correlated with decrease in ACC θ band power and reduced SFC and phase-locking in ACC.
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